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Introduction: The first CRISM images of layered material in western Candor Chasma reveal significant spectral diversity within the deposits. Some
layers are relatively unaltered and rich in pyroxene,
and others are more oxidized. Monohydrated sulfate
such as kieserite is widespread in occurrence, but
strongly concentrated in relatively low albedo layers.
The greatest concentrations of fine-grained iron oxides occur in accumulations of mass wasted debris.
Background: The Compact Reconnaissance Imaging Spectrometer for Mars (CRISM) is a hyperspectral imager on the MRO spacecraft [1]. Separate
images obtained by visible/near-infrared (VNIR) and
infrared (IR) detectors together cover the wavelength
range 362-3920 nm in 544 channels at 6.55
nm/channel. CRISM operates in both mapping and
targeted modes. In targeted mode, the camera is
scanned to remove most along-track motion, and a
region of interest is mapped at full or half spatial
resolution (~18 or ~36 m/pixel) and full spectral resolution. In mapping mode, data are binned to 100-200
m/pixel, and 72 channels selected for the characterization of key mineralogic absorptions are returned.
The layered materials of Valles Marineris are
controversial in their origin. Proposed mechanisms
include subaerial fluvial deposition or volcanism [2],
accumulation by airfall [3], lacustrine precipitation
[4], hydrovolcanism [5], and erosional remnants of
the chasma wall materials [6]. Observations by the
Mars Express/OMEGA imaging spectrometer
showed that they contain sulfates, occurring both as a
monohydrite and as polyhydrates, segregated into
different parts of the deposits [7-8]. The sulfates occur in close spatial association with fine-grained ferric oxides having distinctive VNIR absorptions [9].
Overview of CRISM Results: Through 1 January 2007, the layered deposits of western Candor had
been imaged in 3 locations using targeted observations, and over ~20% of their extent in mapping
mode. Two of the targeted images are shown in Figures 1-4. Individual layers are resolved, and appear
highly variable in their spectral properties. At visible
wavelengths (Figures 1 and 3) most layers grade between bright, reddish, and dust-like and a darker,
grayer color. Some locations exhibit an enhanced
530-nm ferric absorption; these are not welldeveloped layers, but instead show evidence for formation by mass wasting (association with downslope

streaks, Figure 1, and location at the base of a steep
slope, Figure 3). Materials with the strong 530-nm
absorption typically also exhibit a 900-nm band indicative of a fine-grained, crystalline ferric phase
(green spectrum, Figure 5).
At IR wavelengths, grayer materials are diverse.
Some show evidence for distinct 1-!m and 2-!m
absorptions characteristic of high-Ca pyroxene (black
spectra in Figure 6; blue areas in Figures 2 and 4),
while others lack pyroxene absorptions (red spectrum
in Figure 6). Some of the grayer layers exhibit 1500and 2100-nm absorptions indicative of monohydrated
sulfate (green spectrum, Figure 6; green layers in
Figures 2 and 4). The materials with a strong 530-nm
and a 900-nm ferric absorption (reddish materials in
Figures 1 and 3) typically also exhibit 1500- and
2100-nm sulfate absorptions (green areas on the steep
slope in Figure 2, at the break in slope in Figure 4).
Discussion: The layers in western Candor
Chasma exhibit variation in their degree of alteration.
This diversity, and the concentration of sulfate in
discrete layers, may indicate environmental variation
during formation of the layered deposits. More imaging is required to assess variations within individual
layers, and to more completely map the deposits.
The concentration of fine-grained ferric minerals
in mass wasted debris is consistent with the hypothesis of Gendrin et al. [9]. They conjectured that the
sulfates formed with gray hematite - which is optically opaque at CRISM's wavelengths - as at the
MER/Opportunity landing site, and that abrasion of
the gray hematite during mass wasting formed finer
grains that are optically active at 400-1000 nm.
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Fig.1. 3-color composite constructed from 592-, 533-, and
442-nm data, stretched to accentuate color variations,
and draped over MOLA topography with 4x vertical exaggeration. White areas are dust-like in their spectral properties, reddish areas have a strong 530-nm band characteristic of fine-grained ferric minerals, and gray areas are
less rich in fine-grained ferric minerals. The scene is 11
km across at the narrowest. Image ID HRL00002831_07.

Fig. 2. False color image showing IR spectral
variations, draped over MOLA topography
with 4x vertical exaggeration. R = 1330-nm
I/F, G = depth of the 2100-nm absorption due
to monohydrated sulfate, B = integrated
depth of the 1-!m mafic mineral absorption.

Fig.3. Similar color composite to Figure 1. The
scene is 11 km across at the narrowest. Image ID
HRL000033B7_07.

Fig. 4. Similar color composite to Figure 2. Image
ID HRL000033B7_07. Striping from upper left to
lower right is due to uncorrected instrument artifacts.

Fig. 5. Spectra of different Candor materials from
the visible/near-infrared (VNIR) detector.

Fig. 6. Spectra of different Candor materials from
the infrared (IR) detector. Spectra have been corrected for atmospheric gas absorptions, and ratioed
to an intermediate albedo material to highlight spectral differences.

